Orthogonal Slicing for Additive Manufacturing

Abstract
Most additive manufacturing technologies work by layering, i.e. slicing the shape and then generating each slice
independently. This introduces an anisotropy into the process, often as different accuracies in the tangential and normal
directions, but also in terms of other parameters such as build speed or tensile strength and strain. We model this
as an anisotropic cubic element. Our approach then finds a compromise between modeling each part of the shape
individually in the best possible direction and using one direction for the whole shape part. In particular, we compute
an orthogonal basis and consider only the three basis vectors as slice normals (i.e. fabrication directions). Then we
optimize a decomposition of the shape along this basis so that each part can be consistently sliced along one of the
basis vectors. In simulation, we show that this approach is superior to slicing the whole shape in one direction, only. It
also has clear benefits if the shape is larger than the build volume of the available equipment.
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1. Introduction
Additive manufacturing techniques usually add layer
after layer for fabricating a shape. Depending on the underlying process this introduces direction bias. The most
obvious example for such bias is a different accuracy
along the normal direction to a layer and the tangent directions. There are other factors that make the distinction
of the directions worthwhile: different tensile strength or
strain [1] (i.e. one can increase the stability of the model
by choosing the right orientation in each part), different
build time [2] (one can save production time by orienting
the parts differently), different amounts of support material (i.e. one can save cost / waste by orientating different
parts differently), or simply different dimensions of the
build volume.
As a running example for our work we focus on the
issue of accuracy. While our approach can be generalized
to all layered manufacturing methods from 2D slabs laser
cutting to high resolution 3D prints, we wish to stress that
the improvements one can get from slicing one object
into different directions may depend on its scale, the size
of the object, and the desired application. The benefits
of our method show in particular
• with increasing thickness of layers for laser cutting
cardboard or plywood and low resolution 3D prints
(i.e. high anisotropy of accuracy), or
• for large objects that cannot be fabricated as a whole
because they do not fit the fabrication space.
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Figure 1: Top: We present a framework that improves additive manufacturing methods across different scales: 3D printing resolutions (left)
medium to large scales that might exceed the machine manufacturing
volume (right). Bottom: (a) T-shaped object. (b) sliced in one direction
(c) decomposed into two partitions after optimization and sliced in two
directions.

Additionally multi-material objects that cannot be
printed in one run because of the printer limitations or
31 puzzles that are made to be of pieces for manually as32 sembly are interesting applications for our method.
33
Our goal is to decompose the shape into few pieces
34 so that each piece can be consistently sliced with small
35 geometric error – and that by assembling the pieces one
36 gets a replica with overall small error (see Figure 1).
37 The corresponding optimization problem needs to avoid
38 both extremes: we assume that using one direction is not
39 flexible enough, creates large error, or would simply be
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Figure 2: Overview of our method. We start with the input mesh and compute a set of orthogonal manufacturing directions. Afterwards we use
these directions to perform a voxelization process where we divide our data into volumetric elements with the size of the width of the material. For
each voxel we compute three slicing errors along the directions. We then employ an optimization process to partition the voxel grid. We search for
possibly large segments with minimal slicing error while balancing the number of partitions. Our computed segmentation can be cut with a laser
cutter or printed with a 3D printer.
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impossible; while decomposition into many pieces can
clearly make the error small, but the assembly becomes
tedious or virtually impossible.

In early experiments, we found that with increasing
layer thickness (e.g. > 0.5 mm) partitioning an object
45 using non-orthogonal aligned cuts and printing the parts
46 from their optimal direction would not fit perfectly when
47 the pieces are connected along their aliased direction
48 (resulting in a ’jaggy surface’). The assembly would be
49 difficult, often resulting in connections that cannot be
50 glued together properly. While orthogonality could be
51 achieved locally for some cuts we suggest to solve this
52 problem globally.
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Computer graphics and related fields in engineering have significantly contributed to computational approaches for computer-aided design that are essential
tools in todays digital production pipeline. We will focus
on a small subset of this work.
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2.1. Manufacturing and Fabrication-oriented design
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Our first modeling decision for this work is, consequently, to restrict the slicing directions as well as the
normals of the cutting planes to an orthogonal basis
B = [b0 b1 b2 ], BT B = I. This approach allows selecting
for each part independently an optimal slicing direction
bi while guaranteeing planar connection areas without
sampling artifacts between parts (see Section 4).

We model the anisotropy in accuracy (or other properties in the process) as small cubic cells with dimension
d
d
62 d ×
N × N , i.e. the thickness of a slice is d, while the
63 accuracy in the tangent directions is N times better than
64 the thickness of a slice. With this basic element, the
65 most natural choice for a smallest element with consis3
66 tent slicing direction is voxel cell of size d . Our idea is
67 to pre-process the shape by decomposing it into voxels,
68 and then find for each voxel its optimal slicing direction
69 and a corresponding contour (see Section 5). We note
70 that only voxels containing parts of the shape’s boundary
71 vary in their error depending on the direction.
60
61

With this information, we optimize a partition of the
voxel set along the voxel faces. The goal is to generate
74 large sets of voxels that are processed along the same
75 direction.
72
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2. Related Work
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Additive manufacturing methods are well evaluated
and analyzed and show in various research approaches
85 that optimization of the layered manufacturing process
86 is essential. A number of methods address the task of
87 finding an optimal orientation of a single part [3], con88 sidering surface finish, evaluate the surface roughness
89 and part deposition time [4],[5]. Danjou and colleagues
90 [2] suggest an optimization procedure based on a genetic
91 algorithm to improve the printing orientation. Masood
92 et al. [6] show methodologies for computing the correct
93 orientations based on the minimum volumetric error of
94 basic primitives. Most closely related to our orienta95 tion optimization method, Reisner et al. [7] propose a
96 method of finding an orthogonal frame. However, none
97 of these approaches considers segmenting the model into
98 sub-parts with different orientations.
99
In a broader context, Luo et al. [8] propose a segmen100 tation algorithm to subdivide a mesh into pieces for the
101 purpose of fitting a large model in a smaller 3D printing
102 volume. This specifically focuses on finding structurally
103 sound and aesthetic pleasing cutlines. In contrast, the
104 goal of our work is to propose a framework to optimize
105 the manufacturing process in accuracy.
106
By design, our method produces parts that can be
107 simply glued together. There are a variety of approaches
108 that generate specialized connectors used for furniture
109 fabrication [9] or for connecting 3D printed parts [8].
110 We could easily incorporate this into our framework.
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Figure 3: (a) We show the resulting manufacturing directions of the normal clustering (blue) (b) compared to a PCA over the set of normals (green).
(c) We show different examples. Note, our method finds an optimal solution for the cylindrical T-shape and that the results of the clustering methods
often correspond to the natural upright direction. (d) We evaluated the overall best approximation error over a set of test shapes. We show the mean
minimal error and the standard deviation.
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2.2. Slicing and Abstraction

Planar elements play an essential role in shape analysis, approximation and abstraction. Sellamani et al. [10]
114 gathers prominent cross-sections that are also used for
115 mesh segmentation. Recently, [11], [12] and [13] pro116 posed an approach for generating shape abstractions out
117 of a minimal set of planar sections. Décoret et al. [14]
118 use billboard clouds as an efficient shape representa119 tion. While these approaches rely on mostly unstructured
120 sets of planar elements our proposed framework uses a
121 regular set of stacked layers approximating the shape.
122 Autodesk 123D [15] is able to create custom laser-cut
123 sheets from a 3D shape. In contrast, this approach does
124 not sufficiently take into account the orthogonal fabri125 cation resolution and it is limited to one global slicing
126 direction.
127
Slicing free-form surfaces was studied in the area of
128 Computer Aided Design for example in the context of
129 finding optimal milling machine paths [16] and [17]. Im130 proving the geometric accuracy of layered manufacturing
131 is proposed by Kulkani et al. [18].
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3. Overview
Figure 2 illustrates our pipeline to generate partitions
that are sliced along good directions.
1. Given an input shape we compute a set of orthogonal directions B = [b0 b1 b2 ] that are likely suited
for a decomposition of the shape into small parts,
each of which can be sliced along one of the three
directions with small error (see Section 4). By rotation of the model with BT we can now consider the
canonical directions, i.e. x, y, z.
2. The shape is then decomposed into voxels of size
d3 , where d is the desired slice thickness (or, worst

accuracy). Each voxel is then decomposed into
N 3 sub-voxels, where N is the factor between the
thickness of the slice and the accuracy in the tangent
directions.
3. For each voxel, the errors for each of the three slicing directions are computed. We use the discrete
volumetric difference between the input shape and
each of three approximations for a certain direction, computed on the sub-voxel grid. This requires
computing approximations that are constant in the
direction normal to a slice, yet may vary in tangent direction with the sub-voxel resolution. We
explain how to do this consistently for all voxels,
yet using only information available in each voxel
in Section 5.
4. Based on the per-voxel errors, we compute a decomposition of the voxel grid so that each part can
be sliced consistently with small error, yet the total
number of pieces remains small. We also consider
other factors in this process, such as the maximum
size of each part. This process is explained in Section 6.

The result is an orthogonal decomposition of the shape
into few pieces, as well as a direction for slicing for each
168 piece.
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4. Selection of Manufacturing Direction

Computing a set of orthogonal directions is the first
step in our optimization. We base this computation on
172 a simple observation: a planar surface with normal di173 rection n should be sliced in a direction orthogonal to
174 n, because the accuracy in the tangents of a slice is sup175 posed to be significantly higher than normal to a slice.
170
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1. For each normal n find the closest direction bc by
maximizing |bc ni |. This assigns each normal to one
of the three directions and, thus, forms three sets of
normal vectors.
2. For each cluster, we perform PCA over the normal
vectors in this cluster to find the directional center
of the cluster. Specifically, let
X
Nc =
ai ni ni T
(1)
|bc ni |>|bc0 ni |,c0 ,c

be the covariance matrix of the cluster c. The matrix is symmetric and so has real eigenvalues and
orthogonal eigenvectors. We compute the eigendecomposition
EcT Nc Ec = Λc
199
200

(2)

use the eigenvector corresponding to the largest
eigenvalue as the new cluster representative b̃c .
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Figure 5: Left: Partitioning the model down to voxel-level would
result in the minimal possible error for the manufacturing resolution.
Middle: A single slice and two approximations that are constant along
the normal to the slice. The first approach intersects the geometry at
the center plane of the voxel. We suggest to rather compute average
distance values in normal direction of the slice and then extracting
the contour as the zero-set of the distance field. Right: the volumetric
difference to the original shape as a function of voxel size.

Figure 4: Left: A truncated prism shows that neither PCA directions
(green) nor clustered normal directions (blue) are intuitive Right: Directions over the sphere.

Each triangle in the mesh corresponds to a planar piece
with area ai and normal ni . Our goal is to find three orT
178 thogonal directions B = [b0 b1 b2 ], B B = I, such that the
T
179 tangent space T ni = (0, 0)
can be well approximated
180 by two of the bc . Assume these are b0 and b1 . Then,
181 because B is orthogonal, the normal ni is well approxi182 mated by b2 . This means, it suffices to find an orthogonal
183 B such that all normals are well approximated by one of
184 the bc .
185
We first note that it is not sufficient to perform a PCA
186 over the set of the normals. While this gives us one good
187 direction to approximate all normals, it also gives us
188 two more orthogonal directions that are not particular
189 well suited for approximation of normals in the mesh. In
190 other words, the solution is not well balanced.
191
Our approach is based on clustering of the normals,
192 with the additional requirement of the cluster centers be193 ing orthogonal. We start with B = I and then iteratively
194 improve the current solution B as follows:

0

3. The three vectors B̃ = (b̃0 , b̃1 , b̃2 ) are generally not
orthogonal. We use the SVD to compute the closest
orthogonal matrix B from B̃:
B = UV T ,
201
202

where B̃ = UΣV T

(3)

4. We start over with the updated matrix B and repeat
until convergence.

Figure 3 shows some results of our method. On the
left we illustrate an example of the chair model and the
205 resulting orthogonal basis (a) and the PCA over the set
206 of normals (b). Note that the results of the clustering
207 methods often correspond to the natural upright direction
208 where the PCA averages the normals globally resulting
209 in inefficient fabrication directions. Figure 4 shows that
210 models that do not have a distinguished direction that
211 would result in no error are still meaningful in the sense
212 of minimizing the overall slicing error.
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5. Boundary Voxel Optimization

In the following we consider only voxels that are not
fully inside (or outside) the shape, i.e. only voxels con216 taining part of the boundary. The slicing direction for
217 all other voxels has no effect of the resulting geometric
218 error. We consider the misclassified (discretized) volume
219 as the approximation error.
220
Each boundary voxel could be sliced in three direc221 tions. We compute the approximation error for all three
222 directions. In the following, we explain the case of slices
223 in the x−z plane, and the y direction is normal to the slice.
224 The other two directions can be computed similarly.
As a first step, we subdivide the voxel into N 3 subvoxels. This follows from the resolution being N times
214
215
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Our general approach is to compute a new distance
function for the x − z plane approximating all distance
227 values in the sub-voxels. Note that this process computes
228 new values for each sub-voxel, so also for the corners,
229 edges, and faces of the voxels. These elements are shared
230 with neighboring voxels. The sign of the value has im231 portant topological consequences, namely if a point in
232 space is inside or outside the shape. For topological
233 consistency of the result it is necessary that the signs
234 are identical for shared elements. The only local way to
235 ensure this is to use the same values as input for each
236 resulting value. This means, when we compute a certain
237 value on the x − z plane we can only use the varying y
238 values in this column – and no other sub-voxel in the
239 current voxel. This means, we compute a new distance
240 function d̃ik = f (di1k , . . . , diNk ) where we still have free241 dom in our choice of f . Figure 6 (Left) illustrates how f
242 is evaluated over the distance samples along the y-axis.
243 This defines a new distance field in the x-z plane that
244 is used to extract the final contour over the cell as the
245 zero-set of the field.
The simplest choice would be to pick out a certain
value from the column, i.e. f (γ1 , . . . , γN ) = γN/2 . This
is equivalent to intersecting the original geometry with a
slice at the height the center of the voxel. We suggest to
rather compute a least squares solution for each column,
which amounts to taking the average distance value:
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γj

(5)
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As we show in Figure 5 this leads to significantly smaller
volume differences even in high resolutions.
The new distance field over the x-z slice is extruded
along the sub-voxels in y. We define the difference volume eα (v) between the extruded 3D distance field and its
original distances per direction α and voxel v as:
eα (v) =

X

di jk − d̃i jk
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Figure 6: Left: We show a single voxel. f is evaluated along the y
direction and influences the illustrated contour along the surface as
shown in green and black. Right: We show that partitioning the shape
significantly minimizes the volumetric error using just a small set (3-6)
of partitions compared to standard one directional slicing.
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f (γ1 , . . . , γN ) = N −1

f=
f=

Volumetric Difference

higher in the tangent directions, which are a-priori unknown. For each sub-voxel we compute the signed distance to the original surface. Let the center of a sub-voxel
be si jk and the corresponding closest point on the surface
be x(si jk ) with surface normal n(si jk ). Then we get the
distance


di jk = sgn n(si jk ) · (x(si jk ) − si jk )) ksi jk − x(si jk )k (4)
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6. Optimization

It would be possible to fabricate each voxel individually along the direction with smallest error. We call the
253 sum of smallest errors per voxel emin . Figure 6 shows
254 a rendering of this solution for the bunny. Assembling
255 such a model would be very tedious. Simply choosing
256 one direction and slicing all voxels in the same direction
257 is usually far from optimal. Our approach is to rather
258 find a balance between the number of pieces that are
259 sliced consistently and the total volumetric error.
260
For finding clusters of consistently sliced voxels we
261 chose a decomposition into half-spaces. This has the
262 advantage that the shape can necessarily be assmebled.
263 Note that this is not necessaril true for other decomposi264 tions.
We divide the shape by iterating over all possible locations for the split plane. This set is discrete because we
consider splitting only between voxel cells. We define
a cell Ω (i.e. a box) consisting of voxels and compute
the error for a potential split along each of the planes
that are consistent with the voxel faces. Our optimization will result in a number of cells, each is sliced along
its optimal direction. Let e slc (Ω) be the minimal error
resulting from choosing a consistent slicing direction for
a cell. We compute e slc by simply adding the errors of
each voxel eα (v) for the three directions and then taking
the minimum sum:
X
e slc (Ω) = min
eα (v)
(7)
251
252

α

vinΩ

We define the error function Eh (Ω) for the cell as

(6)

i jk

Eh (Ω) = e slc (Ω) + T(r)

For our optimization we store the difference volumes for
249 each of the three directions for future use.

(8)

248

where T defines an additional term for the bound on the
5
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7. Evaluation and Results

To show that our framework significantly improves additive manufacturing processes we evaluated our results
292 on a set of 3D objects shown in Figure 9. All models
293 were generated and analyzed for a size of approximately
294 150mm (chair is over 300mm in height) and resolutions
295 from 5mm-0.5mm. The subsampling was computed with
296 about 150dpi consistently over all resolutions. On a stan297 dard desktop computer the processing took from several
298 seconds up to about an hour depending on the resolution.
299 Printed objects were automatically rotated facing with
300 the larger footprint towards the printing platform.
290
291

Figure 7: We show that with increasing resolution (5mm, 2mm, 1mm)
the partitioning process is stable. Marked are the partitions containing
the highest errors over the optimization process.

size of a partition:



errormax
T(rα ) = 

0

if rα ≥ (B(α))
if rα < (B(α))

(9)

Optimal Slicing Direction. Figure 3 shows that our
method outperforms the PCA approach resulting in a
303 lower best approximation error over all voxels. We mea304 sure the difference between both methods and show, plot305 ted as mean and standard deviation over all models, that
306 we constantly achieve an error minimization by about
307 10% over the whole resolution scale. Interestingly, the
308 results of our clustering method often correspond to the
309 natural upright direction. Note, this finding also con310 tributes to additive manufacturing processes in general
311 as it can be used to place an object in the 3D printing vol312 ume with the highest resulting accuracy - even without
313 decomposing the object in several parts.
301
302
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where rα is the size of the bounding box of each partition
and B(α) is the maximum production volume size.
The error for a particular plane can be computed from
the two errors Ehl (Ω) and Ehr (Ω). We add the errors
using a particular p-norm, and then minimize the error
by trying all possible split planes, leading to
E(Ω) = (Ehpl (Ω) + Ehpr (Ω))1/p .

We solve the global optimization problem using a
branch and bound approach in a breadth first manner.
269 The error in each cell is bounded by slicing the whole
270 cell in one direction and then choosing the direction
271 with smallest error which is e slc . We start with Ω as the
272 overall bounding box of the input shape and take the k
273 best options for the choice of the split plane and analyze
274 the next level of splits. In other words, we iterate over
275 all potential splits in Ω computing the errors and keep
276 the best k options in a priority queue. Per iteration each
277 option adds one split to the set of existing cells in its
278 branch. In the next level we analyze the set of cells again
279 finding the best options to advance the next split pruning
280 suboptimal solutions.
This process is repeated until the optimization reaches
a maximum number of parts or the total error gets below
the threshold
L = emin (1 + P/τ),
267
268

where P is the number of partitions and τ is a user de282 fined parameter that balances the number of parts with
283 the allowed error. Recall that emin is the natural lower
284 bound resulting from taking the smallest error in each
285 voxel. We found τ ∈ [2.0, 10.0] results in good approxi286 mations in a reasonable optimization time and number
287 of parts (between 4-11 parts) as shown in Figure 9. The
288 optimization error eopt is the sum over all partition errors.
281

Optimized Contour. While standard additive manufacturing methods intersect the geometry at the center of a
316 slice we propose an optimization by extracting the con317 tour out of the distance field. We show that our method
318 minimizes the volumetric difference error significantly
319 in Figure 5. We plot the mean and standard deviation
320 over increasing voxel resolutions showing that even for
321 high resolutions up to 0.25mm the minimum voxel er322 ror improves between 20%-35%. As already mentioned,
323 to compute the volume difference over decreasing res324 olutions we need to account for the loss in sampling
325 resolution. Therefore we use more subsamples for lower
326 resolutions.
314
315

Optimization Evaluation. Our proposed optimization
process does not necessarily lead to a globally optimal
329 partitioning solution. However, as shown in Figure 8
330 with the first five to eight parts the decomposition process
331 lowers the volumetric difference error about 25% percent
332 on all our reference models. The error decreases slowly
333 with further increasing the number of parts. Furthermore,
334 Figure 6 (Right) validates that we significantly improve
335 accuracy compared to a standard one-directional slicing.
327
328
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2 parts

eopt = 5416.05

5 parts

eopt = 5055.67

8 parts

20 parts

results in the legs being represented badly. While the
shape is reproduced with overall small geometric error
376 - because of the small volume and surface area of these
377 structures - the result is still visually displeasing. Slicing
378 along the legs results in visual artifacts on the torso. Our
379 partitioning method optimally represents the geometry
380 by decomposing the model.
374
375

eopt = 4634.28

eopt = 4369.78

Figure 8: We show an increasing number of parts and the resulting optimization error eopt . The best approximation error for this example is
emin = 3178.04. Slicing the object along its direction with the minimal
error would result in e slc = 7462.34. This example is generated for a
material thickness of 3mm for a model size of 150mm.
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Figure 9 show a variety of example 3D input shapes,
337 results that are sliced in its best direction and their opti338 mized handcrafted or rendered results. Additionally, we
339 annotated the minimal volumetric error along the bound340 ary of the shape emin , the error that would result from an
341 one directional slicing along the best slicing direction
342 e slc over the complete model and the error after optimiza343 tion eopt . We also show the user defined values p and τ
344 used for the results. It can be seen that τ correspond to
345 the number of parts generated.
346
In some cases our splitting algorithm would prefer to
347 cut through very thin connections that would be tedious
348 to assemble, e.g. a ’toothbrush’ shape cutted vertically
349 along the ’brushes’ instead of cutting through the tooth350 brush ’head’ horizontally. We suggest to prevent that
351 problem by adding an additional energy term C to equa352 tion 8. We define C as the weighted connection cost of
353 cutting area over cutting perimeter C = ω · A/P weighted
354 by a user defined value ω.
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Stable Partitions. While an optimized contour genera356 tion has to be performed on the material thickness resolu357 tion we can show that the decomposition process is stable
358 to resolution changes. Figure 7 shows (marked in green)
359 that the parts generated in the beginning of the optimiza360 tion process stay stable with increasing resolution. The
361 optimization process was executed over the resolution
362 from 1mm to 5mm material thickness. Depending on
363 the manufacturing goal we propose that optimizing and
364 decomposing at lower resolutions improves the overall
365 accuracy even if the machine resolution is higher.
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Visual artifacts along the splits. Our method generates
367 results optimized for accuracy but also introduces addi368 tional visual artifacts along the segmentation cuts, es369 pecially for high resolution 3D prints. However, with
370 increasing layer thickness we have found that thin struc371 tures might also suffer visually from slicing in the wrong
372 direction. For example the horse model in Figure 9 top
373 row is best sliced along the direction of its torso. This
366
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Figure 9: We show the input 3D shapes (left), a result that is sliced in its best direction (middle) and the handcrafted or 3D printed results or rendered
images (right). We also show the best approximation error, the error that would result from one directional slicing and the error after optimization.
Additionally parameter settings and the number of resulting subparts are annotated.
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